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Monthly Market View Point: January 2019
A summary of our view of the Market at this moment
As per Standard & Poor’s, the S&P 500 Total Return through December 31, 2018 was down 4.4%.
For the month of December, the S&P 500 was down 9%.
Source: Standard & Poor’s: Published as of January 2, 2019

As per Morgan Stanley Research, the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index Total Return through December
31, 2018 was 0%.
For the month of December, the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index was up 1.8%.
Source: Morgan Stanley’s Capital Market Indices: Published as of January 2, 2019

As per MSCI EAFE, the MSCI EAFE Index Total Return through December 31, 2018 was down
13.3%.
For the month of December, the MSCI EAFE Index Total Return was down 4.8%.
Source: Morgan Stanley’s Month End Asset Return: Published as of January 2, 2019

Morgan Stanley’s Year-End 2019 target for the S&P 500 index is 2,750.
Source: GIC Weekly: Published as of December 17, 2018

Our economic concerns are:
1. Federal Reserve Policy
2. U.S. Dollar
3. Brent Crude Oil
The top three economic indicators we are watching most closely are:
1. Non-Farm Payrolls
2. Wage Growth
3. U.S. Dollar
Our approach to navigating this environment is:
* All references to “we” and “our” reflect the opinions of either Carl Pierson or Christopher Russi of The Pierson Russi Group.

Glad that’s over.
December’s brutal performance made it easy to see why we just wanted the year to
end. Although the S&P 500 was coming off a year which generated year-over-year earnings
growth of over 25% and was up over 10% near the end of September (Standard & Poor’s), fears
of tariff backlash, rising rates, slowing China and the government shut-down eliminated all gains
and gave us one of the worst 4th quarters since the Great Depression (Morgan Stanley, The GIC
Weekly January 7, 2019).
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Despite 2018’s reversal, we look to 2019 and still see many opportunities. First, markets are now
well below normal historic valuations. Historically, the market tends to trade around a P/E
valuation of around 16. Readings above 16 tend to be overvalued and below, undervalued.
Current valuations show the market at the 14 P/E range, signaling an undervalued market and
may be a good time to add to stocks. Also, recent statements from the Fed illustrate their caution
not to damage the U.S. Economy with higher rates. Their recognition of the slowing US
economy and the care necessary to navigate the “soft landing” to the economy’s once “highflying” growth should provide confidence to investors. Globally, we are seeing a bottoming in
International and Emerging Markets. Should we see the rebound expected, International revenues
could be a help to US earnings.
Given all these moving parts how should investors be positioned in 2019? We suggest a Global
Asset Allocation strategy similar to our own. A Global Asset Allocation strategy will use all
three macro investment tools: stocks (US and International), bonds and cash. This strategy has
not been our friend since post 2007/2008 while various artificial stimuli were used to dig the U.S.
economy out of its hole. Even still in 2018, cash was the better performing asset class above
stocks and bonds, bonds provided no shelter to stocks demise. We see this trend changing in
2019. The current reduction of the U.S. balance sheet by the Fed and the elimination of fiscal
stimulus should show the value of a diversified portfolio once again.

For more information about our investment philosophy and approach to investing, please visit us at our website:
http://www.morganstanleyfa.com/piersonrussigroup.

Investments and services offered through Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC.
Disclaimers:
The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Morgan Stanley or its affiliates. All
opinions are subject to change without notice. Neither the information provided nor any opinion expressed constitutes a solicitation
for the purchase or sale of any security. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustration purposes only and do not show
the performance of any specific investment. Reference to an index does not imply that the portfolio will achieve return, volatility or
other results similar to the index. The composition of an index may not reflect the manner in which a portfolio is constructed in
relation to expected or achieved returns, portfolio guidelines, restrictions, sectors, correlations, concentrations, volatility, or tracking
error target, all of which are subject to change over time .
For index, indicator and survey definitions referenced in this report please visit the following:
http://www.morganstanleyfa.com/public/projectfiles/id.pdf
International investing may not be suitable for every advisor. There may be additional risk associated with international investing
involving foreign, economic, political, monetary and/or legal factors.
Asset allocation and diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss.
Investors should be willing and able to assume the risks of equity investing. The value of a client’s portfolio changes daily and can be
affected by changes in interest rates, general market conditions and other political, social and economic developments, as well as
specific matters relating to the companies in which securities the portfolio holds. All fixed income securities are subject to market risk
and interest rate risk. If fixed income securities are sold in the secondary market prior to maturity, an investor may experience a gain
or loss depending on the level of interest rates, market conditions and the credit quality of the issuer.
This report contains forward looking statements and there can be no guarantees they will come to pass. The information and statistical
data contained herein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but in no way are guaranteed by Morgan Stanley as to
accuracy or completeness. There is no guarantee that the investments mentioned will be in each client's portfolio.
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This material is intended only for clients and prospective clients of the Portfolio Management program. It has been prepared solely for
informational purposes only and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other financial
instrument, or to participate in any trading strategy.
The individuals mentioned as the Portfolio Management Team are Financial Advisors with Morgan Stanley participating in the
Morgan Stanley Portfolio Management program. The Portfolio Management program is an investment advisory program in which the

client’s Financial Advisor invests the client’s assets on a discretionary basis in a range of securities. The Portfolio Management
program is described in the applicable Morgan Stanley ADV Part 2, available at www.morganstanley.com/ADV or from your
Financial Advisor.
Past performance of any security is not a guarantee of future performance. There is no guarantee that this investment strategy will
work under all market conditions.
Holdings are subject to change daily, so any securities discussed in this profile may or may not be included in your account if you
invest in this investment strategy. Do not assume that any holdings mentioned were, or will be, profitable.

The performance, holdings, sector weightings, portfolio traits and other data for an actual account may differ from that in this material
due to various factors including the size of an account, cash flows within an account, and restrictions on an account.
Top holdings, sector allocation, portfolio statistics and credit quality are based on the recommended portfolio for new investors as of
the date specified. Holdings lists indicate the largest security holdings by allocation weight as of the specified date. Other data in this
material is believed to be accurate as of the date this material was prepared unless stated otherwise. Data in this material may be
calculated by Morgan Stanley or by third party providers licensed by the Financial Advisors or Morgan Stanley.
Material in this presentation has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy,
completeness or timeliness. Third party data providers make no warranties or representations relating to the accuracy, completeness or
timeliness of the data they provide and are not liable for any damages relating to this data.
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management has no obligation to notify you when information in this presentation changes.
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